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Reviews
“…This volume is the 'go to' source for scholars and
students of critical development studies. It provides the
highest levels of scholarship and knowledge around the
history, content and scope of the field with relevance for
challenging and posing contemporary policy and
activism.”
Ben Fine, School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS),
University of London, UK
“...[This book's] chronicling of the trajectory of
development studies will be particularly useful to
contemporary scholars to see their ideas in a historical
context.”
Ananya Mukherjee Reed, University of British Columbia
Okanagan, Canada
“The second edition of [this book] offers a theoretically
sophisticated, comprehensive and highly accessible guide
to the growing field of international development studies
from a critical perspective. It will be an indispensable
guide for academic researchers (students and senior
scholars) as well as activists and development policy
practitioners.”
Saturnino M. Borras Jr., International Institute of Social
Studies (ISS), the Netherlands
“…Here critical development scholars have both charted
and navigated an extensive archipelago of ideas to
produce this guide. This updated and expanded edition
covers many crucial debates and is indispensable.”
Barbara Harriss-White, FAcSS, Oxford University, UK

This textbook provides an up-to-date and authoritative
introduction to the field of critical development studies,
challenging mainstream development discourse and the
assumptions that underlie it. This thoroughly revised and
expanded second edition will be essential reading for
students of Global Development, Political Science, Sociology,
Economics, Gender Studies, Geography, History,
Anthropology, Agrarian Studies, International Political
Economy and Area Studies. It will also be an important
resource for development researchers, practitioners, and
policymakers.
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